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PREMIUM COLOUR RANGE
LuxeTM



 

Bright Gold Satin
(product code: BGS)
Dias™ Luxe Bright Gold Satin enriches any 
environment with its timeless luxury tone. This 
sleek and beautiful modern twist on a classic 
finish, takes bathroom space styling to the 
next level. 

Dias™ Luxe Premium Colours
Bright Gold Satin

Bright Nickel Satin

Bright Bronze Satin

Exceptional Value
Indulge your imagination and create an 
absolutely premium bathroom design at a 
surprisingly affordable price.

Bright Bronze Satin
(product code: BBS)
Dias™ Luxe Bright Bronze Satin is a perfect 
option to complement or contrast a wide 
range of natural bathroom materials and 
fittings. This modern and fashionable colour 
is guaranteed to enhance any bathroom 
appearance.  

Bright Nickel Satin
(product code: NIC)
Dias™ Luxe Bright Nickel Satin provides 
ultimate premium appeal with refined 
elegance. This naturally warm colour depicts 
a high-quality contemporary look, designed to 
enrich any bathroom décor with the benefit of 
never going out of style. 

Frameless Patented Pivot Mechanism
Unique pivot design allows for a totally 
frameless door. Utilising a captive stainless 
steel pivot pin, the Vogue 5050™ and Mirage 
3050™ Shower Screen Systems feature a 
‘positive close’ low friction design mechanism, 
providing the benefit of whisper-quiet and 
trouble free operation.

FPCS Frameless Pivot Clamps and SQFPCS 
Square Frameless Pivot Clamps are available 
in a range of colours to complement Dias™ 
Luxe colour extrusions.

Shower System Compatibility
Dias™ Luxe Premium Range Colours are 
currently available in extrusions and 
components compatible with our Vogue 
5050™ and Mirage 3050™ Shower Screen 
Systems. 

Dias™ Luxe is also available in a range of 
frameless wall channels suitable for the 
fabrication of 10mm shower screen systems. 

Premium Appearance
Dias™ Luxe Premium Colour Range has been 
designed to complement to the highest 
standard, an extensive range of luxury 
bathroom materials and fittings, enhancing 
the latest trends in contemporary bathroom 
design.

Dias™ Luxe colours are created with a high 
quality durable anodised finish, further 
defining premium in every way.

Handle Selection
SEGFP Grooved Finger Pull Handles and
SESQFP Square Finger Pull Handles are 
available in a range of colours to provide 
colour co-ordination with Dias™ Luxe colour 
extrusions.

PREMIUM COLOUR RANGE
LuxeTM

Glass Specification
Vogue 5050™ and Mirage 3050™ Shower 
Screen Systems have specifically been 
designed for use with 6mm toughened glass 
which complies to Australian Standards 
AS2208.


